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Click or tick the correct answers
1) Chicago is the _______ largest city in USA
a) First
b) Second
c) Third
2) Chicago covers a land area of______
a) 568.2sqKm
b) 578.2sqKm
c) 588.2sqKm
3) Chicago extends along lake_______
a) Michigan
b) Calumet
c) Lawrence
4) What was the estimated population of Chicago in the year 2006?
a) 2,833,321
b) 3,240,000
c) 4,157,500
5) What was the percentage of whites that constituted Chicago’s population by the year
2000?
a) 60%
b) 42%
c) 53%
6) What is the busiest airport in USA?
a) Los Santos international airport
b) Illinois international airport
c) Chicago-O’Hare international airport
7) Chicago is the most important agricultural center in the USA true or false?
a) False
b) True
c) Don’t know
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8) The Chicago river divides the city into how many broad sections?
a) 2
b) 3
c) 4
9) Which of these is not a section divided by the Chicago river?
a) South side
b) West side
c) North side
10) What is the name of the down town area of Chicago?
a) Grant park
b) Circle
c) Loop
11) In which year was the first sky scraper in Chicago constructed?
a) 1883
b) 1884
c) 1885
12) The world’s first sky scraper was constructed in Chicago true or false?
a) True
b) False
c) Don’t know

13) In which year was the new navy pier center opened in Chicago?
a) 1994
b) 1995
c) 1996
14) Which of these is a museum located in Chicago
a) The art institute of Chicago
b) The astronomy institute of Chicago
c) The field institute of Chicago
15) What is Chicago’s most successful sport franchise?
a) The Bulls
b) The lakers
c) The bowls
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